POSITION DESCRIPTION – ENGINEERING PROGRAM MANAGER

THE COMPANY – WANXIANG AMERICA CORPORATION
Wanxiang America Corporation (“WAC”) is a successful American C-Corp with profitable annual sales
of approximately $3 billion. WAC is a subsidiary of Wanxiang Group Corp of Hangzhou China, a
profitable $40 billion annual sales manufacturer of auto and heavy-duty parts. Both the parent and sub
are well diversified conglomerates with significant assets (businesses) in manufacturing, green energy,
real estate and other profitable ventures. WAC offers its employees a challenging business environment
with competitive base salaries plus generous performance-based bonus programs and benefits including
paid vacations and holidays, health, dental, ADD and life insurance, and a progressive 401k with
generous matches. WAC is headquartered in Elgin Illinois is a growing company, and is a haven for
progressive, ambitious dedicated employees interested in a solid company with a rewarding future.
THE POSITION – ENGINEERING PROGRAM MANAGER
A staff position reporting to WAC’s President and its Chief Operating Officer. Has primary
responsibility for coordination of projects and programs initiated by certain assigned customers to
serve their marketing or development needs. Works directly with the customer to coordinate and
implement ongoing or special sourcing programs involving WAC’s ordering, manufacturing, and
delivery programs. Works with WAC’s Engineering, Customer Service and Warehouse Departments
to plan, obtain and schedule delivery of products and services required by his/her accounts. On a
continual basis scouts customers for possible expanded or new business. Monitors development of
manufacturing plans and execution of those plans giving major consideration to existing or required
manufacturing capabilities, techniques, and capacities. Monitors incoming shipments for progress
and initiates any steps necessary to ensure that delivery to the customer is timely and as promised and
that the expected quality is met. Position requires a university bachelor’s degree in Mechanical
Engineering or a related discipline and experience. Must be bilingual with fluency in English and
Mandarin Chinese both spoken and written.
Responsibilities and Authorities:
1.

Works directly with customers and WAC Engineers to assist in the design of parts and services in a way
that considers the capabilities and limitations of the Wanxiang plants or department that will produce and
deliver the parts or services.

2.

Documents the desired processes and systems to implement and control the program.

3.

Arranges implementation and monitors execution and performance of the program on an ongoing basis
and communicates with the customer to ensure satisfaction of the customer and Wanxiang Departments.

4.
5.

Excellent skills to communicate the ongoing challenges in the Global Supply Chain issues.
Superb negotiating skills to work with customers on changes in Tariffs, freight costs, raw material
pricing etc.

